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Computer Laboratory
Reshma Begum :
 I am handling computer lab classes for classes IV, V and VI.
 We make the students to do lab exercises that were given in the
textbook.
 I taught the students LibreOffice Writer, LibreOffice Impress, Paint,
Paint 3D and LOGO.
 The students are attending computer classes with great interest.
J.Padmasri
 I am handling the computer lab classes for Class VII.
 We are following ‘Flamingo Books’ for computer classes.
 I have covered the topics like, Introduction to Computers, LibreOffice
writer, LibreOffice Calc, LibreOffice impress and Q-Basic.
 The students see my demo and then practice.
V.Suvani
 I am handling computer lab classes for classes VIII and IX.
 For 8th standard I taught Hyper Text Markup Language. (HTML)
o The students created HTML documents by using HTML Editor
like Notepad. They used Internet Explorer to view HTML
documents. They learnt many tags like Body, Font, Table,
Image(IMG), Anchor and their attributes like bgcolor, size,
tableborder, href, SRC etc.
o They also practiced Q-basic programs.
 9th standard students practiced letters and biodata preparation using
Libre office writer; Timetable and marks list by using LibreOffice Calc
and presentation in LibreOffice Impress.
 Students feel very happy to practice while learning in computer lab.

B.Pulla Rao, Headmaster, Telugu Medium stream
 It gives me immense happiness that the school management is giving
an opportunity to selected Telugu Medium school students to learn
basic computer skills.
 The students are learning with great interest.
 I hope that Management will continue to provide this opportunity to
Telugu Medium students
B.Karuna Kumar, Teacher, Telugu Medium Stream
 It gives me immense happiness to teach the usage of computers to our
students.
 I am taking computer lab classes for selected Telugu Medium students
of Class VII and VIII.
 Students learnt how to use the keyboard. They are able to enter text
without seeing the keyboard.
 For the present they are learning Word Pad, LibreOffice and Paint.
 Students are practicing with great interest.
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